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first published in 1987 this book contains studies on some important aspects of
public enterprise based on the experience of a wide spectrum of developed and
developing countries public enterprise and evaluation seeks to introduce some
fundamental ideas on the concept of evaluation at four levels deals with
evaluation as a system and succinctly reviews the experience of the united
kingdom argentina malaysia pakistan nepal and india capital structures of public
enterprises brings out the economic issues that are implicit in the arrangements
of capitalisation in vogue in the public enterprise sector public enterprise and
the public exchequer is an in depth analytical study of certain aspects of the
budget link of public enterprises and shows how this has not yet been
adequately realised and privatisation in the african context deals with the
concept of privatisation now coming into prominence and presents a
nondoctrinaire review of the problems it raises performance evaluation is not a
simple task in private enterprises and it is all the more complicated in public
enterprises this paper emphasizes three main points a a public enterprise must
be evaluated b a public enterprise must not be evaluated like a private
enterprise and c a public enterprise should be evaluated by starting with private
profit and making a series of adjustments to make it fair to the nation and to
managers this paper suggests introducing a signaling system which consists of
three major components the first is a performance evaluation system in which
national goals are translated into explicit enterprise objectives and quantified in
a performance criterion the second is a performance information system in
which actual achievements are monitored the third is an incentive system in
which the welfare of managers and workers is linked to national welfare by a
pecuniary or non pecuniary bonus system based on achievement of particular
target values of the criterion variables the paper proposes a phased system of
implementation stressing how performance evaluation must be the product of an
evolutionary process involving both enterprise managers and government
supervisors this book attempts to understand issues of corporate governance in
the case of the public sector units in india originally published in 1959 the
subject of this book is an aspect of economic development which despite its
importance had rarely attracted more than incidental attention at the time the
author s interest in public enterprise in underdeveloped countries was
stimulated by a year s residence in turkey he felt the time had come for a
general comparative study defining comparative as 1 between developed and
underdeveloped countries and 2 between different underdeveloped countries at
dissimilar stages of development or with dissimilar development perspectives
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the purpose of the first is to discover what the developed can offer the
underdeveloped by way of adaptable experience and relevant ideas that of the
second to examine the use of public enterprise in the many different social
economic and political contexts to be found in the less advanced parts of the
world the first book to use economic logic to develop a quantitative approach to
making divestiture decisions this volume written by robert h floyd clive s gray
and r p short contains three papers dealing with various aspects of the public
enterprise sector and the impact that these may have on macroeconomic
analysis very valuable for both policy makers and researchers professor athar
hussain director development economics research programme sticerd the
london school of economics and political science the really novel idea is to bring
together the experience of three rather diverse countries and then to discuss
eastern europe in the light of this experience state holding companies are likely
to play a major role in eastern europe over the next ten years or more but very
little has been written on them and few of the people advising the east
europeans have any real knowledge about them professor robert rowthorn
university of cambridge rich and substantial professor john toye institute of
development studies university of sussex most informative the conclusions are
appropriately restrained well balanced and wise the emphasis on the differences
between portfolio management and enterprise management is a distinction that
east europe will eventually have to learn raymond vernon emeritus professor
john f kennedy school of government harvard university large and poorly
performing state owned enterprises pose a problem for countries attempting to
move away from government controls towards more liberal economic
environments privatization is an unproven solution which is proving difficult to
implement on a major scale intermediate solutions may therefore prove to be the
way forward this book focuses on one of these the state holding company it first
discusses the state holding company as a managerial form which permits
decentralised public enterprise management and offers a framework for its
analysis then drawing upon the experience of both developed and developing
countries it examines the extent to which the indirect state ownership of public
enterprises through holding companies can contribute to transition processes it
shows that the experience of countries like italy egypt and algeria has direct
relevance for institutional structures evolving in the newly transforming
countries of eastern europe which are struggling to find a balance between
public enterprise ownership and efficiency judith clifton francisco comín and
daniel díaz fuentes in privatisation in the european union reject the two
dominant explanations provided in literature which include a simple
americanisation of policy and a varied privatisation experience without a
common driving force using a systematic comparative analysis of privatisation
experiences in each country from the 1980s to the beginning of the twenty first
century the authors show how the process of european integration and the need
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for internationally competitive industries have constituted key driving forces in
the quest for privatisation across the eu as privatisation slows down at the turn
of the millennium what future can citizens expect for public enterprises
privatisation in the european union is essential reading for researchers students
and policy makers interested in privatisation eu policy and the history of public
enterprises this book presents a number of cases both in centrally planned and
market economy systems where the culture and practice of entrepreneurship
were successfully introduced into the structure and activities of public
enterprises the book shows how sponsorship can help promote both public and
private economic initiaitives by either turning the public enterprise into an
entrepreneurial and intrapreneurial organization or by helping small private
business in the start up stage case study of punjab and haryana india this book
contains a study of the economics and management of public enterprises in
pakistan it examines their performance organizational behavior relationships
with other government organizations outside of the sector and the issues that
confront the public enterprise sector and the government this book helps fill the
void in teaching materials about the latin american public sector it began as two
case studies of public enterprises jointly carried out by the office for public
sector studies of the university of texas at austin which the author directed and
the universidad del pacifico in lima over the years the cases expanded into in
both the developed world and the third world public enterprise has come to
assume considerable importance in the structure and development of national
economies originally published in 1984 this book by an acknowledged
international authority on public enterprise explores this concept in both the
major and the developing economies he analyses how public enterprise
functions and demonstrates how it may be integrated into both traditional
western mixed economies and third world economies with a much high level of
state control study conducted by institute of public enterprise hyderabad in
many parts of the world public enterprise is in crisis privatisation programmes
are being widely touted as the solution to many of the problems of inefficiency
and slow rates of growth associated with public enterprise this book discusses
the underlying causes of those problems and critically examines some of the
solutions that have been adopted its geographical coverage is wide and it cuts
across the political spectrum the experiences of countries in four continents are
analysed in an attempt to shed light on current dilemmas recurrent patterns are
found problems are frequently seen to be political as much as economic and
bureaucracy and administrative confusion is often found to be at the heart of
poor financial performance yet since political aims economic environment and
administrative and managerial capabilities vary so widely universal solutions
remain more difficult to define than universal problems originally published in
1971 this is a rigorous analysis of the economic aspects of the efficiency of
public enterprises at the time the author first restates and extends the relevant
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parts of welfare economics and then illustrates its application to particular cases
drawing on the work of the national board for prices and incomes of which he
was deputy chairman the analysis is developed stage by stage with the emphasis
on applicability and ease of comprehension rather than on generality or
mathematical elegance financial performance the second best the optimal
degree of complexity of price structures and problems of optimal quality are first
discussed in a static framework time is next introduced leading to a marginal
cost concept derived from a multi period optimizing model the analysis is then
related to urban transport shipping gas and coal this is likely to become a
standard work of more general scope than the authors earlier book on electricity
supply it rests however on a similar combination of economic theory and high
level experience of the real problems of public enterprises conference report on
public enterprise and the role of law in india indonesia malaysia and sri lanka
covers such aspects as control and regulation financial supervision business
organization and management the need for research and training etc references
conference held in colombo 1974 may 26 to 31 this book explores the complex
question is privatisation a good public policy a serious academic work on a
theme few would like to operate this volume examines the structure and trends
in compensation in public and private enterprises and multinational corporations
in india it suggests an innovative paradigm for compensation management in
public enterprises in order to enhance their productivity their national and
international competitiveness and their bond with public enterprises discussing
some novel concepts such as the cost to company performance related pay and
employee stock option plans this book also includes engaging interactions with
policy makers and executives public enterprises reforms occupy the central
place in the schemes of economic reforms in india in many developing countries
opting for economic reforms public enterprise reforms have come at the
beginning of the cycle of economic reforms in india it has not happened so and
the results are there for us to see the present book makes an attempt to present
a case for reforming public enterprises in india and also the agenda for action
for this purposes it outlines the challenges ahead for public enterprises and the
need for reforms viewed from the global perspective it outlines the performance
of the public enterprises and the areas requiring the attention of the reformers it
presents the case of a state in which reforms have to be carried out and the
context for such reforms it identifies regulations as one of the key component of
the reforms the book also elucidates the reform experience of some of the states
it presents a balanced view of the theory and practice of public enterprise
management in the reform context it incorporates case studies of nine public
enterprises to demonstrate the need and effect of economic reforms discussion
on public enterprise management and operations in developing countries
comparative study of public enterprise management in different countries
around the world pointing to historical trends and current issues and problems
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experts survey an interesting collection of countries in the americas asia the
middle near east europe and australia they also discuss public enterprise
management education references with each chapter contribute to the
usefulness of this assessment for political scientists public administrators
international businessmen and those engaged in international studies in many
countries the activities of public enterprises have an important fiscal impact
while the precise nature of this impact is often obscured it is important that it be
reflected in measures of overall fiscal activity the paper is intended to raise and
clarify some of the issues involved in this task originally published in 1986 this
volume brings together papers on the organisational structure of select public
enterprises from nine countries developed and developing they are set in
different forms work in different sectors and have diverse experiences often on
similar issues the papers are written by top executives of the respective
enterprises and therefore contain an authentic presentation of the problems and
processes of organisation the editor has included at the beginning an analytical
review on certain fundamental aspects of organisational structure which for the
purpose of this volume has been conceived in wide terms every one of these
aspects is not exactly covered by every empirical paper at the end he has
provided a comparative review trying to keep to a minimum repetition of
material from the papers this book presents the key interactions in local
government and public enterprise drawing together the challenges for local
governance in the practice of public entrepreneurship and its response to
collaboration place and place making specifically this book includes the impact
of local partnerships and public entrepreneurs in local policy implementation it
is written by established authors bringing together their experience and practice
of local partnerships and public entrepreneurship in place based strategies and
will be of value to local government new forms of enterprise partnerships wider
agencies and public entrepreneurship scholars as well as policymakers
responsible for implementation of place based regeneration this text will be of
key interest to students scholars and practitioners in public administration
business administration local government entrepreneurship public sector
management and more broadly to those with interests in public policy business
and management political science economics urban studies and geography a
number of public enterprise pe executives have long felt the need for a book
which would provide necessary information and analysis of various dimensions
of pe management and privatisation the book provides at one place a precise
and authoritative account of the concept policy and analysis of major issues
confronting pes public ownership per se does not make pe performance sub
optimal the operation of the government system of which pe is a sub system has
not been conducive to performance during the last six decades inadequate
political will and vested interests have come in the way of freeing pes from
excessive and throttling controls and demoralising accountability not letting the
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managers manage with the freedom required in the liberalised and globalised
set up is the problem the multifarious and complex managerial problems of pes
which get compounded by faltering moves towards privatisation cannot be
wished away these have been considered in the book at some length the book
first published in 1980 continues to be a standard work on the subject this latest
edition has been revised by dr r k mishra director institute of public enterprise
hyderabad report on the financial aspects of state intervention in public
enterprises in pakistan outlines development of the public sector the
nationalization period from 1972 to 1977 and industrial investment under
national planning notes industrial policy on pricing the extent to which financial
losses are covered and subsidies provided lists public enterprises even
managers critical of pakistan s new performance evaluation system consider its
targeting and bonus system a powerful incentive to improve efficiency



Studies in Public Enterprise 2017-09-08
first published in 1987 this book contains studies on some important aspects of
public enterprise based on the experience of a wide spectrum of developed and
developing countries public enterprise and evaluation seeks to introduce some
fundamental ideas on the concept of evaluation at four levels deals with
evaluation as a system and succinctly reviews the experience of the united
kingdom argentina malaysia pakistan nepal and india capital structures of public
enterprises brings out the economic issues that are implicit in the arrangements
of capitalisation in vogue in the public enterprise sector public enterprise and
the public exchequer is an in depth analytical study of certain aspects of the
budget link of public enterprises and shows how this has not yet been
adequately realised and privatisation in the african context deals with the
concept of privatisation now coming into prominence and presents a
nondoctrinaire review of the problems it raises

Performance Evaluation for Public Enterprises
1991
performance evaluation is not a simple task in private enterprises and it is all
the more complicated in public enterprises this paper emphasizes three main
points a a public enterprise must be evaluated b a public enterprise must not be
evaluated like a private enterprise and c a public enterprise should be evaluated
by starting with private profit and making a series of adjustments to make it fair
to the nation and to managers this paper suggests introducing a signaling
system which consists of three major components the first is a performance
evaluation system in which national goals are translated into explicit enterprise
objectives and quantified in a performance criterion the second is a performance
information system in which actual achievements are monitored the third is an
incentive system in which the welfare of managers and workers is linked to
national welfare by a pecuniary or non pecuniary bonus system based on
achievement of particular target values of the criterion variables the paper
proposes a phased system of implementation stressing how performance
evaluation must be the product of an evolutionary process involving both
enterprise managers and government supervisors

Corporate Governance in Public Sector



Enterprises 2006
this book attempts to understand issues of corporate governance in the case of
the public sector units in india

Public Enterprise and Economic Development
2019-01-30
originally published in 1959 the subject of this book is an aspect of economic
development which despite its importance had rarely attracted more than
incidental attention at the time the author s interest in public enterprise in
underdeveloped countries was stimulated by a year s residence in turkey he felt
the time had come for a general comparative study defining comparative as 1
between developed and underdeveloped countries and 2 between different
underdeveloped countries at dissimilar stages of development or with dissimilar
development perspectives the purpose of the first is to discover what the
developed can offer the underdeveloped by way of adaptable experience and
relevant ideas that of the second to examine the use of public enterprise in the
many different social economic and political contexts to be found in the less
advanced parts of the world

Selling Public Enterprises 1990
the first book to use economic logic to develop a quantitative approach to
making divestiture decisions

The Performance of Public Enterprises 1984
this volume written by robert h floyd clive s gray and r p short contains three
papers dealing with various aspects of the public enterprise sector and the
impact that these may have on macroeconomic analysis

Public Enterprise in Mixed Economies
1984-09-15
very valuable for both policy makers and researchers professor athar hussain
director development economics research programme sticerd the london school
of economics and political science the really novel idea is to bring together the
experience of three rather diverse countries and then to discuss eastern europe
in the light of this experience state holding companies are likely to play a major



role in eastern europe over the next ten years or more but very little has been
written on them and few of the people advising the east europeans have any real
knowledge about them professor robert rowthorn university of cambridge rich
and substantial professor john toye institute of development studies university of
sussex most informative the conclusions are appropriately restrained well
balanced and wise the emphasis on the differences between portfolio
management and enterprise management is a distinction that east europe will
eventually have to learn raymond vernon emeritus professor john f kennedy
school of government harvard university large and poorly performing state
owned enterprises pose a problem for countries attempting to move away from
government controls towards more liberal economic environments privatization
is an unproven solution which is proving difficult to implement on a major scale
intermediate solutions may therefore prove to be the way forward this book
focuses on one of these the state holding company it first discusses the state
holding company as a managerial form which permits decentralised public
enterprise management and offers a framework for its analysis then drawing
upon the experience of both developed and developing countries it examines the
extent to which the indirect state ownership of public enterprises through
holding companies can contribute to transition processes it shows that the
experience of countries like italy egypt and algeria has direct relevance for
institutional structures evolving in the newly transforming countries of eastern
europe which are struggling to find a balance between public enterprise
ownership and efficiency

State Holding Companies and Public Enterprises
in Transition 2016-07-27
judith clifton francisco comín and daniel díaz fuentes in privatisation in the
european union reject the two dominant explanations provided in literature
which include a simple americanisation of policy and a varied privatisation
experience without a common driving force using a systematic comparative
analysis of privatisation experiences in each country from the 1980s to the
beginning of the twenty first century the authors show how the process of
european integration and the need for internationally competitive industries
have constituted key driving forces in the quest for privatisation across the eu as
privatisation slows down at the turn of the millennium what future can citizens
expect for public enterprises privatisation in the european union is essential
reading for researchers students and policy makers interested in privatisation
eu policy and the history of public enterprises



Privatisation in the European Union 2013-03-09
this book presents a number of cases both in centrally planned and market
economy systems where the culture and practice of entrepreneurship were
successfully introduced into the structure and activities of public enterprises the
book shows how sponsorship can help promote both public and private economic
initiaitives by either turning the public enterprise into an entrepreneurial and
intrapreneurial organization or by helping small private business in the start up
stage

Entrepreneurship Development in Public
Enterprises 1991
case study of punjab and haryana india

Accountability of Public Enterprises 1996
this book contains a study of the economics and management of public
enterprises in pakistan it examines their performance organizational behavior
relationships with other government organizations outside of the sector and the
issues that confront the public enterprise sector and the government

Public Enterprises In Pakistan 2019-07-11
this book helps fill the void in teaching materials about the latin american public
sector it began as two case studies of public enterprises jointly carried out by
the office for public sector studies of the university of texas at austin which the
author directed and the universidad del pacifico in lima over the years the cases
expanded into

Public Enterprises In Peru 2019-06-04
in both the developed world and the third world public enterprise has come to
assume considerable importance in the structure and development of national
economies originally published in 1984 this book by an acknowledged
international authority on public enterprise explores this concept in both the
major and the developing economies he analyses how public enterprise
functions and demonstrates how it may be integrated into both traditional
western mixed economies and third world economies with a much high level of
state control



The Nature of Public Enterprise 2019-02-11
study conducted by institute of public enterprise hyderabad

The Structure of Industrial Relations in Public
Enterprises 1982
in many parts of the world public enterprise is in crisis privatisation
programmes are being widely touted as the solution to many of the problems of
inefficiency and slow rates of growth associated with public enterprise this book
discusses the underlying causes of those problems and critically examines some
of the solutions that have been adopted its geographical coverage is wide and it
cuts across the political spectrum the experiences of countries in four continents
are analysed in an attempt to shed light on current dilemmas recurrent patterns
are found problems are frequently seen to be political as much as economic and
bureaucracy and administrative confusion is often found to be at the heart of
poor financial performance yet since political aims economic environment and
administrative and managerial capabilities vary so widely universal solutions
remain more difficult to define than universal problems

Investment Management In Public Enterprises
1990
originally published in 1971 this is a rigorous analysis of the economic aspects of
the efficiency of public enterprises at the time the author first restates and
extends the relevant parts of welfare economics and then illustrates its
application to particular cases drawing on the work of the national board for
prices and incomes of which he was deputy chairman the analysis is developed
stage by stage with the emphasis on applicability and ease of comprehension
rather than on generality or mathematical elegance financial performance the
second best the optimal degree of complexity of price structures and problems
of optimal quality are first discussed in a static framework time is next
introduced leading to a marginal cost concept derived from a multi period
optimizing model the analysis is then related to urban transport shipping gas
and coal this is likely to become a standard work of more general scope than the
authors earlier book on electricity supply it rests however on a similar
combination of economic theory and high level experience of the real problems
of public enterprises



State Level Public Enterprises in Andhra
Pradesh 2009
conference report on public enterprise and the role of law in india indonesia
malaysia and sri lanka covers such aspects as control and regulation financial
supervision business organization and management the need for research and
training etc references conference held in colombo 1974 may 26 to 31

Public Enterprise at the Crossroads 2013-01-11
this book explores the complex question is privatisation a good public policy

Economic Analysis and Public Enterprises
2019-02-12
a serious academic work on a theme few would like to operate this volume
examines the structure and trends in compensation in public and private
enterprises and multinational corporations in india it suggests an innovative
paradigm for compensation management in public enterprises in order to
enhance their productivity their national and international competitiveness and
their bond with public enterprises discussing some novel concepts such as the
cost to company performance related pay and employee stock option plans this
book also includes engaging interactions with policy makers and executives

Law and Public Enterprise in Asia 1976
public enterprises reforms occupy the central place in the schemes of economic
reforms in india in many developing countries opting for economic reforms
public enterprise reforms have come at the beginning of the cycle of economic
reforms in india it has not happened so and the results are there for us to see
the present book makes an attempt to present a case for reforming public
enterprises in india and also the agenda for action for this purposes it outlines
the challenges ahead for public enterprises and the need for reforms viewed
from the global perspective it outlines the performance of the public enterprises
and the areas requiring the attention of the reformers it presents the case of a
state in which reforms have to be carried out and the context for such reforms it
identifies regulations as one of the key component of the reforms the book also
elucidates the reform experience of some of the states it presents a balanced
view of the theory and practice of public enterprise management in the reform
context it incorporates case studies of nine public enterprises to demonstrate



the need and effect of economic reforms

Privatization Or Public Enterprise Reform? 2001
discussion on public enterprise management and operations in developing
countries

Public Enterprise and Economic Development
1959
comparative study of public enterprise management in different countries
around the world pointing to historical trends and current issues and problems
experts survey an interesting collection of countries in the americas asia the
middle near east europe and australia they also discuss public enterprise
management education references with each chapter contribute to the
usefulness of this assessment for political scientists public administrators
international businessmen and those engaged in international studies

Beyond Management Control 1985
in many countries the activities of public enterprises have an important fiscal
impact while the precise nature of this impact is often obscured it is important
that it be reflected in measures of overall fiscal activity the paper is intended to
raise and clarify some of the issues involved in this task

Compensation in Public Enterprises, Private
Enterprises, and MNCs in India 2011
originally published in 1986 this volume brings together papers on the
organisational structure of select public enterprises from nine countries
developed and developing they are set in different forms work in different
sectors and have diverse experiences often on similar issues the papers are
written by top executives of the respective enterprises and therefore contain an
authentic presentation of the problems and processes of organisation the editor
has included at the beginning an analytical review on certain fundamental
aspects of organisational structure which for the purpose of this volume has
been conceived in wide terms every one of these aspects is not exactly covered
by every empirical paper at the end he has provided a comparative review trying
to keep to a minimum repetition of material from the papers



Reforming Public Enterprises 2008
this book presents the key interactions in local government and public
enterprise drawing together the challenges for local governance in the practice
of public entrepreneurship and its response to collaboration place and place
making specifically this book includes the impact of local partnerships and
public entrepreneurs in local policy implementation it is written by established
authors bringing together their experience and practice of local partnerships
and public entrepreneurship in place based strategies and will be of value to
local government new forms of enterprise partnerships wider agencies and
public entrepreneurship scholars as well as policymakers responsible for
implementation of place based regeneration this text will be of key interest to
students scholars and practitioners in public administration business
administration local government entrepreneurship public sector management
and more broadly to those with interests in public policy business and
management political science economics urban studies and geography

Improving Public Enterprise Performance 1987
a number of public enterprise pe executives have long felt the need for a book
which would provide necessary information and analysis of various dimensions
of pe management and privatisation the book provides at one place a precise
and authoritative account of the concept policy and analysis of major issues
confronting pes public ownership per se does not make pe performance sub
optimal the operation of the government system of which pe is a sub system has
not been conducive to performance during the last six decades inadequate
political will and vested interests have come in the way of freeing pes from
excessive and throttling controls and demoralising accountability not letting the
managers manage with the freedom required in the liberalised and globalised
set up is the problem the multifarious and complex managerial problems of pes
which get compounded by faltering moves towards privatisation cannot be
wished away these have been considered in the book at some length the book
first published in 1980 continues to be a standard work on the subject this latest
edition has been revised by dr r k mishra director institute of public enterprise
hyderabad

Privatisation and Public Enterprise 1991
report on the financial aspects of state intervention in public enterprises in
pakistan outlines development of the public sector the nationalization period
from 1972 to 1977 and industrial investment under national planning notes



industrial policy on pricing the extent to which financial losses are covered and
subsidies provided lists public enterprises

Subvention Policy and Practices for Public
Enterprises 1982
even managers critical of pakistan s new performance evaluation system
consider its targeting and bonus system a powerful incentive to improve
efficiency

Public Enterprise Management 1996-10-11

Toward Defining and Measuring the Fiscal
Impact of Public Enterprises 1989-09-26

Public Enterprise 2019-02-11

Public Enterprise and Local Place 2023-01-09

Privatization of Public Enterprises in India 1991

Public Enterprise Management And
Privatisation 2005-01-01

Local Public Enterprises in Developing
Countries 1981

Privatization of Public Enterprises in Latin



America 1991

Some Problems in the Organization and
Administration of Public Enterprises in the
Industrial Field 1954

Privatization and Public Enterprises 1988

Financial Interrelationships Between Public
Authorities and Public Enterprises 1982

Evaluating the Performance of Public
Enterprises in Pakistan 1989
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